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ABSTRACT

Technologies described relate to coordination between audio
and tracking of the corresponding text in an audio recognition
mode and an audio playback mode. Optionally, audio recognition includes receiving a signal corresponding to an audio
track; determining an identity of the audio track and a current
audio position within the audio track; displaying on a display
a portion of a text that is linked and synchronized to the audio
track identified and automatically scrolling the portion of the
text displayed in pace with the audio track playing; and displaying a current text indicator that emphasizes current text,
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Oh, give me a home where the buffalo
roam,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word ----And the skies are not cloudy all day.
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Where seldom is heard a discouraging word :
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And the skies are not cloudy all day.

0

How often at night when the heavens are
bright
With the light from the glittering stars
Have I stood here amazed and asked as I
gazed
If their glory exceeds that of ours.
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Home, home on the range,
Where the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day.
Oh, I love these wild prairies where I roam
The curlew I love to hear scream,
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DISPLAYING TEXT TO END USERS IN
COORDINATION WITH AUDIO PLAYBACK

track; displaying on a display a portion of a text that is linked
and synchronized to the audio track identified and automatically scrolling the portion of the text displayed in pace with
the audio track playing; displaying a current text indicator
that emphasizes current text, wherein the current text indicator is visually synchronized on the display to the current audio
playing from the audio track; and responsive to user interaction with the display that selects a playback position from
within the portion of the text displayed, controlling the current audio being played to reset the current audio being played
to the selected playback position. When the text more than
fills portion of the display available, the actions may include,
responsive to user interaction with the display that scrolls the
current text indicator beyond an area visible on the display,
displaying an updated portion of the text as the audio track
continues to play. The actions optionally include, responsive
to user interaction with the display that scrolls the current text
indicator beyond an area visible on the display, at least temporarily suspending the automatic scrolling of the portion of
text displayed. Other embodiments of the optional aspects
include corresponding systems, apparatus, and computer program products.
These and other embodiments can optionally include one
or more of the features described below.
Particular embodiments of the technology disclosed can be
implemented to realize one or more of the following advantages. User experience may be enhanced by displaying the
song lyrics or other text to the user in coordination with the
audio listening, in an audio recognition mode and an audio
playback mode, which allows the user to identifY which part
of the text, such as lyrics, is being uttered by the artist at a
particular time. In playback mode, it also allows the user to
select audio based by interacting with particular text.
The details of one or more embodiments of the technology
disclosed in this specification are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features,
aspects, and advantages of the technology disclosed will
become apparent from the description, the drawings and the
claims.

RELATED APPLICATIONS
5

This application is related to and claims priority as a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/310,630,
entitled "Displaying Text to End Users in Coordination with
Audio Playback", filed on Dec. 2, 2011, which claims the
benefit of two U.S. Provisional patent applications, U.S. Provo
App. No. 611419,123, entitled "System and Method for Displaying Lyrics to End Users in Coordination with Audio
Playback", filed on Dec. 2, 2010; and U.S. Provo App. No.
611565,755, entitled "Displaying Text to End Users in Coordination with Audio Playback", filed on Dec. 1,2011. The
Ser. No. 13/310,630 non-provisional and 611565,755 provisional applications are hereby incorporated by reference.
The priority application Ser. No. 13/310,630, in turn, is
related to and claims priority as a continuation-in-part of U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 12/629,821, entitled "System and
Method for IdentifYing Original Music", filed on Dec. 2,
2009; and to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 131193,514,
entitled "Systems and Methods for Continuous Audio Matching", filed on luI. 28, 2011, which claims the benefit of U.S.
Prov.App. No. 611368,735, entitled "System and Methods for
Continuous Audio Matching", filed on luI. 29, 2010. The
related non-provisional priority applications are hereby
incorporated by reference.
BACKGROUND
The specification relates to audio recognition and coordination between audio and tracking of the corresponding text.
It also relates to coordination between audio playback and
tracking of the corresponding text.
Music enthusiasts have a general desire to view song lyrics
while listening to the relevant audio. Traditionally, such users
do so by viewing a static lyrics page, and manually scrolling
through the lyrics and finding the exact line or words of the
lyrics that are being uttered by the artists at a particular time.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
SUMMARY
The specification describes technologies relating to coordination between audio and tracking of the corresponding
text, in an audio recognition mode and an audio playback
mode.
In general, one aspect of the technology disclosed can be
embodied in methods that include the actions of receiving a
signal corresponding to an audio track; determining from the
signal, either directly or indirectly, an identity of the audio
track and a current audio position within the audio track;
displaying on a display a portion of a text that is linked and
synchronized to the audio track identified and automatically
scrolling the portion of the text displayed in pace with the
audio track playing; and displaying a current text indicator
that emphasizes current text, wherein the current text indicator is visually synchronized on the display to current audio
playing from the audio track. The actions optionally include
periodically redetermining the current audio position in the
audio track from the signal received and updating synchronization of the current text indicator with the current audio
playing. Other embodiments of this aspect include corresponding systems, apparatus, and computer program products.
Another aspect of the technology described can be embodied in methods that include the actions of playing an audio
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FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of an example environment in which displaying text in coordination with audio
playback can be used.
FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of an example audio
track recognition server.
FIG. 3 is a screen shot of an example interface for displaying text in coordination with audio playback.
FIG. 4 is a pair of screen shots of an example interface
illustrating scrolling of a current text indicator to positions
above and below the portion of text visible on the display.
FIG.5 is a screen shot of an example interface appearing as
a picture-in-picture on a larger display.
FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an example process for
displaying text in coordination with audio playback when the
playback is from an external source.
FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating an example process for
displaying text in coordination with audio playback when the
playback is from an audio track accompanied by linked and
synchronized text.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an example computer system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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The technology disclosed assumes availability of a database of text, such as song lyrics, synchronized with the rel-
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evant audio files. An example of such database is a plurality of
LRC files (sometimes used in Karaoke applications) associated with the relevant audio tracks.
Two applications of the technology disclosed for display of
lyrics in coordination with audio playback include: 1) when
audio is played from an external source (i.e. audio playback
does not occur from the device within which text is displayed)
and 2) for embedded audio playback (i.e. audio is played from
the same device within which the text is displayed). Both
applications are described below.
FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of an example environment in which displaying text in coordination with audio
playback can be used. The environment 100 includes one or
more computing devices 135 and an audio track recognition
server 112. The environment also includes a communication
network 125 that allows for communication between various
components of the environment 100.
During one mode of operation, users interact with the audio
track recognition server 112 through a computing device 135
such as a smart phone, tablet, laptop or desktop computer. The
computing device 135 and server each include memory for
storage of data and software applications, a processor for
accessing data and executing applications, and components
that facilitate communication over the communication network 125. The computing device 135 in some implementations has an audio input 134 and an audio output 144. For
example, it may include a microphone and speaker or a port
for external audio input and output, such as a microphone or
earphone jack or a Bluetooth wireless connection to audio
input and output. In some implementations, only audio input
is required. The computing device 135 executes applications
such as a text coordinated with a client audio module 145 and
a music player module 146. The text coordinated with audio
module 145 pennits the user to view text as music plays. This
module may be coupled in communication with a microphone on the computing device 135 that pennits the module
to capture an audio signal. This module may be integrated
with or engage in inter-process communication with a music
player module 146 that pennits the user to play music. In
some implementations, the computing device 135 sends the
audio track recognition server 112 data including signal
samples or features of signal samples. This data optionally
includes a time stamp indicating the time at which the audio
was captured, sent and/or streamed. Once the server receives
the input from the client, an audio or music recognition module identifies the audio being input through the client. The
recognition module may employ an audio identification technique, such as those described in the patent applications
incorporated by reference. Alternatively, it may employ any
conventional audio identification technique that identifies the
audio and a position within the audio. The audio recognition
may be divided between the computing device 135 and the
audio track recognition server 112.
Both of the computing device 135 and the audio track
recognition server 112 may have a content database, 148 and
118, respectively. The server content database 118 may be
local to the audio track recognition server 112 or it may be
connected by a network 125. It may reside on one or more
memory devices. The memory devices may be dynamic
memory such as RAM, persistent solid state memory such as
an SSD, on rotating memory such as a disk array, or on any
other conventional memory. Similarly, the computing device
content database 148 may reside on one or more conventional
memory devices that may be integrated into or local to the
computing device 135.
The computing device 135 receives from the audio track
recognition server 112 the most likely point in the matched

song to which the currently playing music matches, as well as
the time stamp when the match was achieved. The server may
then return to the client one or a combination of the following
data: timing information about how far into the song the
match occurred; lyrics data including words and timings of
lines or on other levels; and an estimate of how much longer
the client should wait before res ending more information to
automatically re-sync lyrics. An estimate of when to redetermine the current audio position is useful in the case where the
portion of music initially recognized contains audio that is
repeated during the song, such as in a chorus. The server also
may return an estimate of how long the current sync data is
valid. For example, if the lyrics were to be synced during a
chorus, the chorus might end and it would be unclear which
verse's lyrics to show next. In that case the time validity
estimate would be however many seconds exist before the
new verse begins. It further may return information about
network latency, which can be taken into account to more
closely match display of text to audio playback.
The network 125 facilitates communication between the
between the various components in the environment 100. In
one implementation, the network 125 includes the Internet.
The network 125 can also utilize dedicated or private communication links that are not necessarily part of the Internet,
such as cellular, LTE or WiMax communications. In one
implementation, the network 125 uses standard communications technologies, protocols, and/or inter-process communication techniques.
Many other configurations are possible having more or less
components than the environment 100 shown in FIG. 1. For
example, the environment can include multiple audio track
recognition severs 112 and multiple computing devices 135.
FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of an example audio
track recognition server 112. Alternatively, the modules identified in this figure could reside on the computing device 135.
In this figure, the content database 118 is illustrated as being
bifurcated between an alignment database 233 and an audio
or music recognition database 235, which may reside on one
or more conventional memory devices.
At least one interface module 213 handles communications
via the network 125. Messages from and to the computing
device 135 pass through the interface module 213. Messages
are illustrated as being routed through the text to audio track
alignment module 223, but could alternatively be routed
through the recognition module 225. Custom protocols for
communication between the computing device 135 and the
server 112 may be implemented in the recognition module
225.
The audio or music recognition module 225 receives data
from the computing device and identifies an audio track and a
current audio position within the audio track. The actions of
the music recognition module 225 are supported by at least
one music recognition database 235. The recognition module
225 returns infonnation such as audio track name and timing
data, as described above.
The text to audio track alignment module 223 utilizes audio
track and audio position infonnation to provide text infonnation, such as lyrics. The audio track alignment module is
supported by an alignment database 233. An example of an
alignment database 233 is a collection of LRC files or a
database into which data from LRC files have been compiled.
These LRC files are conventionally used with Karaoke
devices. The alignment module 223 accesses data in the alignment database 233 based on results returned by the recognition module 225. The alignment module 223 adds to the data
stream at least text data.
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The interface module 213 optionally may calculate network latency data and retum it along with information supplied by the recognition and alignment modules 225, 223.
When the client 145 begins to playa song embedded on the
device (or realizes it will do so soon), it may send audio for
various excerpts of the song to the server, and/or metadata
describing the song. The text to audio track alignment module
223 verifies that the audio and/or meta-data received from the
client matches the relevant record(s) within the alignment
database 233. If audio is used for this verification process, the
recognition module 225 may be employed to perform the
audio matching. In order to maximize efficiency, the recognition module 225 may use the metadata sent by the client to
search a smaller audio space to perform this verification. In
certain embodiments of the technology disclosed, audio may
not be sent to the audio track recognition server 112 for
verification, in which case, other metadata such as song
length may be employed to increase the accuracy and the
efficiency of the system. Optionally, the system could choose
to return a code indicating that lyrics could not be synced, so
that the client 145 could fall back to display non-synced
lyrics.
FIG. 3 is a screen shot of an example interface for displaying text in coordination with music playback. While much of
the description in this disclosure is stated in terms of music
and lyrics, the technology disclosed is not so limited. It generally applies to audio and text. The audio may be part of a
video, multi-media display or other content accompanied by
audio. The interface described applies to both coordination
with music recognition and to coordination with music playback. This interface is displayed by a computing device 135.
It includes an interface window 320, lyrics 330 and a current
text indicator 340. Not shown is an optional window locking
control. In some implementations, the interface is implemented on a touchscreen that accepts user scrolling commands as simple a finger swipe. Lyrics 330 are displayed in
the window 320 coordinated with audio that is playing. The
lyrics 330 may be limited to a stanza or paragraph in some
implementations and may include much more text in other
implementation. The lyrics 330 can be automatically scrolled
through the window 320 as the music plays. When lyrics
corresponding to the music passage playing are visible in the
window 320, a current text indicator 340 emphasizes the
current lyrics.
The user optionally scrolls the lyrics 330 so that the current
lyrics are outside the window 320, either above or below the
portion of the lyrics being displayed. To help illustrate the
position of lyrics 320 within window 330, FIGS. 3-4 are
marked with an "A" at the line "With the light from the
glittering stars" in the familiar tune, "Home on the Range." In
FIG. 3, the current text indicator 340 is near the center of the
window 320. This is one way that the interface may appear as
the lyrics automatically scroll in time with the music. FIG. 4
is a pair of screen shots of an example interface illustrating
scrolling of a current text indicator to positions above and
below the portion of text visible on the display. Current text
indicator 405 provides an example of a user having scrolled to
see upcoming lyrics and having scrolled far enough that the
current text indicator 405 is not visible in the current text
window 320. This may suspend automatic scrolling of the
lyrics. As the music plays, the current text indicator moves
across the lyrics in the direction of the arrow to the position of
current text window 340. In some implementations, when the
current text indicator 405 is visible within the window 320 or
approaches the center of the window where 340 appears, the
lyrics resume scrolling automatically. Optionally, the user

can lock the lyrics in place so that the current text indicator
moves off the bottom of the screen to the position 455.
The second screen shot in FIG. 4 depicts the current text
indicator 455 in a position below the portion of the lyrics
being displayed. As the music plays, the virtual position of the
current text indicator 455 recedes further from being visible
in the window 320.
The interface in FIGS. 3-4 supports direct user interaction
with the lyrics. The user can scroll the lyrics up or down and
look at upcoming or already past lyrics. The user can see just
where the music is in the track being played. In a touchscreen
implementation, the user can directly move the lyrics.
During music playback, as opposed to recognition, the
interface further supports jumping to a position in the music,
resetting the current audio being played to a selected playback position. A single or double tap on a touchscreen can
directly select the position in the music from which playback
proceeds. This direct selection may be a single action, without
requiring the user to follow up their selection in the text
window with pressing a button or uttering a command to
confirm the direct selection. On a display other than a touchscreen, another conventional navigation device such as a
mouse, track pad, track ball or joy stick can be used. Voice
navigation also can be supported.
FIG.5 is a screen shot of an example interface appearing as
a picture-in-picture on a larger display. This illustrates application of the technology disclosed as part of a larger display
of video or other content with audio 530. For instance, a
transcript of a program could be displayed in this manner and
access to parts of the program controlled by scrolling through
the window 320. Or, lyrics of a music video could be displayed and playback of the music video similarly controlled.
Audio could accompany a slide show or photo montage, a TV
show, movie, ad, live performance with sound cues or recordings of cheers played at sporting events. This figure illustrates
direct interaction between a user and text on a device that is
not handheld and that may not have a touchscreen.
FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an example process for
displaying text in coordination with audio playback when the
playback is from an external source. For convenience, this
example process will be described with respect to a system
that performs at least part of the method. In one scenario, a
user hears a song playing from a speaker, for example, in a bar
or car environment. The user launches a client 145 on a
computing device 135 incorporating the technology disclosed.
The system receives a signal corresponding to an audio
track 610. The signal may be captured from an external source
as an audio track that is playing, for example using a microphone incorporated in or coupled to the computing device
135. The audio track may be accompanied by video or multi
media content, without requiring capture of the corresponding visual.
The system determines an identity of the audio track and a
current audio position within the audio track 620. This can be
done locally on the computing device 135 or in communication with an audio track recognition server 112. The client 145
attempts to identifY the audio being played. If and when the
client returns a positive result, a new page shows the lyrics,
displayed in coordination with the song playing from the
external source. In some implementations, synchronized text
is linked to a particular audio file, instead of through a title of
a song or other audio track. An advantage of linking to an
audio file instead of generically linking to all performances of
a work is that the timing will be visually synchronized to the
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audio, instead of being approximate. In other implementations, approximate timing might be used for a work instead of
a particular audio file.
The client 145 may compensate for network latency by
making decisions regarding correct timing information
related to uttered lyrics after converting reference-based
timestamps received from the audio track recognition server
112 to local clock time if/when necessary. In such a case,
when the music recognition module 225 responds to a search
or re-sync query from a client, it would return the timing
information and an expiration date as positions in the reference audio, relative to the start position of the reference audio.
Once the client receives the response from the server, it can
shift the timing information received from the server according to the passage of time, based on the knowledge of when
(on the client's clock) the query audio had been recorded.
The clocks may not be synced in an explicit way. The basic
idea is that alignments are communicated in a way that is
insensitive to real-time clocks, and that decisions may be
made by a client after converting (stable) reference-based
timestamps to local clock time if and when necessary. The
music recognition module's responses to a search or resync
query from a client may include preferred alignments and an
expiration date of positions in the reference audio itself.
When receiving the music recognition module's response,
the client can shift this information according to the passage
of time, based on the knowledge of when (on the client's
clock) the query audio had been recorded. For example, if a
query has captured audio starting at time Tl and ending at
time T1+L1 (these are client clock times, where Ll is the
duration of the query) and the original music recognition
response indicates that the matching reference is Rl with
alignment Al and expiration date El, then the client can use
this information at a later clock time T2 to predict a sync with
the same reference Rl at shifted alignment A2=Al +(T2-Tl)
in the reference audio, where the shift (T2-Tl) (a time interval measured and applied by the client) corrects for the
elapsed time. AlignmentA2 can be compared with the 'expiration alignment' El to see if the sync still holds. In other
words, the client may check if the elapsed time T2-Tl is less
than the validity interval EI-Al suggested by the music
recognition module's response. The outcome of this check is
affected by computation and network delays, and such delays
(if high) would cause a degradation of user experience.
The system displays text and automatically scrolls in time
to the audio track 630. The client may display the lyrics in
various levels of synchronization with the external audio
playback: on a line level (advancing one line at a time),
stanza/paragraph (multi-line), word, syllable, phoneme, and/
or letter levels. The rest of this description will presume
line-based synchrony, though this is not intended to limit the
scope of the technology disclosed.
The system display a current text indicator visually synchronized to a current audio position 640, at least while the
current text is visible in the interface window 320. When the
user is on a page that shows more lyrics than those currently
being emphasized, in order to facilitate the emphasis on the
lyrics being uttered at a particular time, the client supports
additional features. On such a page, a current text indicator
(such as a box, larger font or other font style, highlighted
words/lines, bouncing balls, or other graphic) may appear
that embody or otherwise emphasize the current lyrics being
uttered. If the user does not interact with the page, the lyrics
may scroll in time with the music within the current text
indicator, but the current text indicator may remain stationary
in a "locked" state, thereby indicating the current lyrics.

Optionally, the system responds to a user scrolling input,
updates the portion of the text displayed and suspends auto
scrolling 650. The user may interact with the lyrics to scroll
them up or down. In this case, the current text indicator may
still stay synced to the music, maintaining whatever relationship necessary with the text so that the box frames the current
line. However, the lyrics box may become "unlocked" if and
when it is moved from its original starting position. A visual
indication that the current text indicator is unlocked may be
given to the user. The lyrics text may no longer automatically
scroll, because the current text indicator has become
unlocked. As noted above, the current text indicator will,
however, be allowed to move against the text to stay current.
Optionally, the current text indicator may be relocked by
the user. To do this, the user simply scrolls the lyrics such that
the current text indicator returns to its starting position on the
page. The current text indicator will change appearance when
this is done so that the user knows he can leave the current text
indicator in the locked position. A regularly-viewable
"relocking button" may optionally be provided in the user
interface allowing the relocking of the current text indicator,
so that even if the current text indicator is scrolled off of the
viewable page, it may be easily locked back on.
A special case may occur if, after the user has unlocked the
current text indicator by scrolling it up off the page, the
current text indicator winds up in its original, locked position
by virtue of following along with the lyrics in real time. In this
case, the current text indicator may become re-locked, and
will stay in its original position, with the lyrics text moving
rather than the current text indicator. Optionally, this behavior
may be disabled through a setting. In such a case, the current
text indicator would continue to progress through the original
position and remain unlocked. It could still be relocked if the
user manually scrolled it back to the original position or
tapped the relocking button.
The user may eliminate the current text indicator and view
the lyrics page without any scrolling by clicking a special
button (which may, for example, appear as an "x" on the lower
left corner of the lyrics box).
Optionally, the system periodically redetermines the current audio position and updates the display 660. The user may
request that the client re-sync lyrics (whether the current text
indicator is locked, unlocked, or eliminated) by clicking on a
special re-sync button (which may, for example, appear as a
"reload" symbol with a "recording dot" inside). When the
audio track recognition server 112 returns sufficient data or
the data is determined by the computing device 135, the
system can automatically redetermine the current audio position. The audio track recognition server 112 may return to the
client 145 one or a combination of the following: timing
information about how far into the song the match occurred;
lyrics data including words and timings oflines (though timing on other levels may be used as noted above); an estimate
of how much longer the client should wait before resending
more information to automatically re-sync lyrics. This is
especially useful in the case where the portion of music initially recognized contains audio that is repeated during the
song, such as in a chorus; an estimate of how long the current
sync data is valid. For example, if the lyrics were to be synced
during a chorus, the chorus might end and it would be unclear
which verse's lyrics to show next. In that case the time validity estimate would be however many seconds exist before the
new verse begins, and/or information about network latency,
which must be compensated for in order to effectively display
lyrics in coordination with the audio playback. Based on the
above information, the client displays the received lyrics in
coordination with the audio playback.
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If the client 145 reaches the end of the time validity estimate before the lyrics have been successfully re-synced, the
item that emphasizes the coordinated lyrics (for example the
box within which coordinated lyrics is displayed) may fade
out or otherwise disappears.
The client 145 may send data to refresh timing infonnation
(i.e. re-sync) pertaining to the displayed lyrics based on the
res ending time estimate provided by the music recognition
module 225. Ifthe client re-syncs the data, and the current text
indicator is locked, the lyrics may move in coordination with
the audio, and the current text indicator may stay still such
that the newly estimated correct relationship with the lyrics is
preserved. If the client re-syncs and the box is unlocked, the
box may move while the lyrics do not. If the user re-syncs the
data while the box is eliminated, the lyrics may move in
coordination with audio while the box reappears in its original position, such that the newly estimated correct relationship with the lyrics is preserved. In certain implementations,
the client may not re-sync lyrics automatically if the user has
manually eliminated the lyrics box.
The re-synching process may occur in various example
scenarios. In one case, the music recognition module does not
find a high confidence match for the audio input. In this case,
new audio may be sent by the client to the server to re-sync
immediately (0 seconds delay) though other parameters from
oto 30 seconds might also be used. In another case, the music
recognition module returns a high confidence match. In this
case, new audio may be sent to the server to re-sync after
several seconds delay (such as 10 to 90 seconds delay) to
ensure sync accuracy on the client. In a third case, the music
recognition module may return a high confidence match for
initial audio input(s), but returns a low confidence match for
re-synced audio. In this case, new audio may be sent to
re-sync after several seconds delay (such as 10 to 120 seconds
delay) to ensure sync accuracy on the client. In yet another
case, re-syncing is performed, and there is a high confidence
match to the newly synced location. In this case, again new
audio may be sent to re-sync after several seconds delay (such
as 10 to 120 seconds delay) to ensure sync accuracy on the
client. While the times given above indicate general guidelines, other times may be empirically determined to be more
satisfactory, for instance by usability testing or from user
feedback.
FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating an example process for
displaying text in coordination with audio playback when the
playback is from an audio track accompanied by linked and
synchronized text. For convenience, this example process
will be described with respect to a system that performs at
least part of the method. In this case, the system plays an
audio track 710. The system displays lyrics in coordination
with the audio that is played 720 from the device that displays
the lyrics (e.g., an MP3 player, smart phone or tablet) or a
device coupled to the an audio system (a media player such as
AppleTV®, a smart DVD player or a TV with integrated
access to media sources.) For example, lyrics may be displayed on an iPod® or an iPhone® in sync with the music
played back from a local or cloud based library. The display of
coordinated lyrics during playback is similar to display of
coordinated lyrics during recognition. In some implementations, the synchronized text is linked to a particular audio file,
instead of through a title of a song or other audio track. In
other implementations, approximate timing might be used for
a work instead of a particular audio file.
When audio playback and text display are coordinated on a
computing device 135, the device can afford additional functionality. For example, a user may be on a player page resembling a lyrics display page described above, but with addi-

tional controls over music playback, including fast
forwarding, rewinding, "scrubbing" or dynamic fast forward
and rewind to different parts of a song.
All features and interaction described above including
scrolling, locking, unlocking, eliminating or re-syncing may
apply to actions 720, 730 and 740 of this method.
Additionally, the user may perfonn a specific interaction,
such as a single or double tap, on any line of the lyrics, and in
response the audio and scrub bar will move to that portion of
the song, and the lyrics box will move to that line, and scroll
the box and lyrics as necessary to achieve a locked state.
Responsive to such input, the system resets the current audio
being played to the user selected playback position 750.
Additionally, when the user moves the audio via the scrub
bar on the player page (or via the miniplayer on any other
page), a locked box will appear with the lyrics scrolled to the
match location.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an example computer system.
A computer system 810 typically includes at least one processor 814, which communicates with a number of peripheral
devices via a bus subsystem 812. These peripheral devices
may include a storage subsystem 824, comprising for
example memory devices and a file storage subsystem, user
interface input devices 822, user interface output devices 820,
and a network interface subsystem 816. The input and output
devices allow user interaction with the computer system 810.
A network interface subsystem 816 provides an interface to
outside networks, including an interface to a communication
network 125, and is coupled via the communication network
125 to corresponding interface devices in other computer
systems.
User interface input devices 822 may include a keyboard,
pointing devices such as a mouse, trackball, touchpad, or
graphics tablet, a scanner, a touchscreen incorporated into the
display, audio input devices such as voice recognition systems, microphones, and other types of input devices. In general, use of the tenn "input device" is intended to include all
possible types of devices and ways to input information into
a computer system 810 or onto a communication network
125.
User interface output devices 820 may include a display
subsystem, a printer, a fax machine, or non-visual displays
such as audio output devices. The display subsystem may
include a cathode ray tube (CRT), a flat-panel device such as
a liquid crystal display (LCD), a projection device, or some
other mechanism for creating a visible image. The display
subsystem may also provide non-visual display such as via
audio output devices. In general, use of the tenn "output
device" is intended to include all possible types of devices and
ways to output information from computer system 810 to the
user or to another machine or computer system.
The storage subsystem 824 stores progranlilling and data
constructs that provide the functionality of some or all of the
modules described herein, including the logic to create
inferred queries for use as query suggestions according to the
processes described herein. These software modules are generally executed by a processor 814 alone or in combination
with other processors.
Memory 826 used in the storage subsystem can include a
number of memories including a main random access
memory (RAM) 830 for storage of instructions and data
during program execution and a read only memory (ROM)
832 in which fixed instructions are stored. A file storage
subsystem 828 can provide persistent storage for program
and data files, and may include a hard disk drive, a floppy disk
drive along with associated removable media, a CD-ROM
drive, an optical drive, or removable media cartridges. The
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modules implementing the functionality of certain embodiments may be stored by the file storage subsystem 828 in the
storage subsystem 824, or in other machines accessible by the
processor.
Bus subsystem 812 provides a mechanism for letting the
various components and subsystems of the computer system
810 communicate with each other as intended. Although bus
subsystem 812 is shown schematically as a single bus, alternative embodiments of the bus subsystem may use multiple
busses.
The computer system 810 can be of varying types including a workstation, server, computing cluster, blade server,
server farm, or any other data processing system or computing device. Due to the ever-changing nature of computers and
networks, the description of the computer system 810
depicted in FIG. 8 is intended only as an example forpurposes
of illustrating the preferred embodiments. Many other configurations of computer system 810 are possible having more
or fewer components than the computer system depicted in
FIG. 8.
Particular Embodiments
As summarized above, one aspect of the technology
described can be embodied in methods that include the
actions of receiving a signal corresponding to an audio track;
determining from the signal, either directly or indirectly, an
identity of the audio track and a current audio position within
the audio track; displaying on a display a portion of a text that
is linked and synchronized to the audio track identified and
automatically scrolling the portion of the text displayed in
pace with the audio track playing; and displaying a current
text indicator that emphasizes current text, wherein the current text indicator is visually synchronized on the display to
current audio playing from the audio track. The actions
optionally include periodically redetermining the current
audio position in the audio track from the signal received and
updating synchronization of the current text indicator with
the current audio playing. Other embodiments of this aspect
include corresponding systems, apparatus, and computer program products.
These and other embodiments can optionally include one
or more of the following features. In some implementations,
the synchronized text is linked to a particular audio file,
instead of through a title of a song or other audio track. In
other implementations, approximate timing might be used for
a work instead of a particular audio file. The signal may be
captured from an external source as the audio track is playing.
The audio track may be accompanied by video or multi media
content. The display may be a touchscreen and actions may be
taken responsive to user touches on an area of the touchscreen
that displays the text. The text may be lyrics and the audio
track musical. The audio track may be instrumental music and
the lyrics text synchronized to the instrumental music. In
some implementations, the determining further includes estimating a time that falls after completion of a repeating chorus;
and the periodically redetermining further includes redetermining the current audio position after the estimated time. As
described, a current text indicator may emphasize a stanza,
paragraph or other portion of text. Responsive to user interaction with the display that scrolls the current text indicator
beyond an area visible on the display, the method may feature
displaying an updated portion of the text as the audio track
continues to play and at least temporarily suspending the
automatic scrolling of the portion of text displayed. When the
user interaction scrolls the current text indicator beyond an
area visible on the display to a position that precedes in time
the updated portion of the text visible on the display, the
system may automatically resume the automatic scrolling

after the current text indicator reaches the updated portion of
the text visible on the display. Other embodiments of the
optional features include corresponding systems, apparatus
and computer program products.
Another aspect of the technology described can be embodied in methods that include the actions of playing an audio
track; displaying on a display a portion of a text that is linked
and synchronized to the audio track identified and automatically scrolling the portion of the text displayed in pace with
the audio track playing; displaying a current text indicator
that emphasizes current text, wherein the current text indicator is visually synchronized on the display to the current audio
playing from the audio track; and responsive to user interaction with the display that selects a playback position from
within the portion of the text displayed, controlling the current audio being played to reset the current audio being played
to the selected playback position. When the text more than
fills portion of the display available, the actions may include,
responsive to user interaction with the display that scrolls the
current text indicator beyond an area visible on the display,
displaying an updated portion of the text as the audio track
continues to play. The actions optionally include, responsive
to user interaction with the display that scrolls the current text
indicator beyond an area visible on the display, at least temporarily suspending the automatic scrolling of the portion of
text displayed. These and other embodiments can optionally
include one or more of the features described above. Other
embodiments include corresponding systems, apparatus, and
computer program products.
While the present invention is disclosed by reference to the
preferred embodiments and examples detailed above, it is
understood that these examples are intended in an illustrative
rather than in a limiting sense. Computer-assisted processing
is implicated in the described embodiments. Accordingly, the
present invention may be embodied in methods for creating
inferred queries for use as query suggestions, systems including logic and resources to create inferred queries for use as
query suggestions, systems that take advantage of computerassisted methods for creating inferred queries for use as query
suggestions, media impressed with logic to create inferred
queries for use as query suggestions, data streams impressed
with logic to create inferred queries for use as query suggestions, or computer-accessible services that carry out computer-assisted methods for creating inferred queries for use as
query suggestions. It is contemplated that modifications and
combinations will readily occur to those skilled in the art,
which modifications and combinations will be within the
scope of the following claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A method of providing text responsive to detection of
audio playing, including:
receiving a signal corresponding to an audio track;
determining from the signal an identity of the audio track
and a current audio position within the audio track;
displaying on a display a portion of a text that is linked and
synchronized to the audio track identified and automatically scrolling the portion of the text displayed in pace
with the audio track playing; and
displaying a current text indicator that emphasizes current
text, wherein the current text indicator is visually synchronized on the display to current audio playing from
the audio track;
wherein the display is a touchscreen, further including,
responsive to user interaction with the display that
scrolls the current text indicator beyond an area visible
on the display, displaying an updated portion of the text
as the audio track continues to play and at least tempo-
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rarily suspending the automatic scrolling of the portion
of text displayed until the audio track catches up with the
portion of the text displayed.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the signal corresponds
to audio captured from an external source as the audio track is
playing.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the text is lyrics and the
audio track is musical.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the current text indicator
emphasizes a stanza or paragraph of text.
5. The method of claim 1, further including receiving a
validity interval and redetermining the current audio position
in the audio track upon expiration of the validity interval from
an additional portion of the signal received and updating
synchronization of the current text indicator with the current
audio playing.
6. A non-transitory computer storage medium encoded
with a computer program, the program comprising instructions that when executed by data processing apparatus cause
the data processing apparatus to perform operations comprising:
receiving a signal corresponding to an audio track;
determining from the signal an identity of the audio track
and a current audio position within the audio track;
displaying on a display a portion of a text that is linked and
synchronized to the audio track identified and automatically scrolling the portion of the text displayed in pace
with the audio track playing; and
displaying a current text indicator that emphasizes current
text, wherein the current text indicator is visually synchronized on the display to current audio playing from
the audio track
wherein the display is a touchscreen, further including,
responsive to user interaction with the display that
scrolls the current text indicator beyond an area visible
on the display, displaying an updated portion of the text
as the audio track continues to play and at least temporarily suspending the automatic scrolling of the portion
of text displayed until the audio track catches up with the
portion of the text displayed.
7. The non-transitory computer storage medium of claim 6,
wherein the signal corresponds to audio captured from an
external source as the audio track is playing.
8. The non-transitory computer storage medium of claim 6,
wherein the text is lyrics and the audio track is musical.
9. T~e non-transitory computer storage medium of claim 6,
wherem the current text indicator emphasizes a stanza or
paragraph of text.
10. The non-transitory storage medium of claim 6, wherein
the computer program instructions, when executed, further
cause the data processing apparatus to perform operations
comprising receiving a validity interval and redetermining
the current audio position in the audio track upon expiration
of the validity interval from an additional portion of the signal
received and updating synchronization of the current text
indicator with the current audio playing.

11. A system comprising:
one or more processors configured to perform operations
comprising:
receiving a signal corresponding to an audio track;
determining from the signal an identity of the audio track
and a current audio position within the audio track;
displaying on a display a portion of a text that is linked and
synchronized to the audio track identified and automatically scrolling the portion of the text displayed in pace
with the audio track playing; and
displaying a current text indicator that emphasizes current
text, wherein the current text indicator is visually synchronized on the display to current audio playing from
the audio track
wherein t~e display is a touchscreen, further including,
responsIve to user interaction with the display that
scrolls the current text indicator beyond an area visible
on the display, displaying an updated portion of the text
as !he audio tr?ck continues to play and at least temporanly suspendmg the automatic scrolling of the portion
of text displayed until the audio track catches up with the
portion of the text displayed.
12. !he system of claim 11, wherein the signal corresponds
to audIO captured from an external source as the audio track is
playing.
13. The system of claim 11, wherein the text is lyrics and
the audio track is musical.
14. The system of claim 11, wherein the current text indicator emphasizes a stanza or paragraph of text.
15. The system of claim 11, wherein the processors are
further configured to perform operations comprising receiving a validity interval and redetermining the current audio
track upon expiration of the validity interval from an additional portion of the signal received and updating synchronization of the current text indicator with the current audio
playing.
16. A method of providing text responsive to detection of
audio playing, including:
receiving a signal corresponding to an audio track;
determining from the signal an identity of the audio track
and a current audio position within the audio track,
including a validity interval;
displaying on a display a portion of a text that is synchronized to the audio track identified and automatically
scrolling the portion of the text displayed in pace with
the audio track playing;
displaying a current text indicator that emphasizes current
text; and
upon expiration of the validity interval, automatically redetermining the current audio position in the audio track
from an additional portion of the signal received and
updating synchronization of the current text indicator
with the current audio playing.
17. The method of claim 16, wherein the text is lyrics and
the audio track is musical.
18. The method of claim 16, wherein the current text indicator emphasizes a stanza or paragraph of text.
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